Until recently, for most advanced cancers, the primary treatment modality had remained cytotoxic chemotherapies, radiotherapy, and where applicable surgery. However, it had long been postulated that the host immune system could be manipulated to target and destroy cancer cells. The clinical validation of several immunotherapeutic regimes, such as monoclonal antibody blocking of cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (Ipilimumab; [@bibr49-0192623317752101]) and programed cell death protein 1 ([@bibr69-0192623317752101]), showed that such strategies were feasible. The growth of the immunotherapy field continues at a pace with strategies being developed, from oncolytic vaccines to checkpoint inhibitors, targeting different aspects of the immune system. T cells that play a central role in cell-mediated immunity can facilitate long-lived, antigen-specific, effector and immune memory responses. One highly promising immunotherapy area is gene-engineered or adoptive T-cell therapy (ACT), which harnesses the power of the T cell with selective tumor antigen targeting, exploiting the antitumor properties of lymphocytes to eradicate tumor cells ([@bibr91-0192623317752101]).

Tumor cells can generate neoantigens that have the potential to be immunogenic, since mutated proteins or proteins with altered translational processing can be seen as foreign by the immune system. However, in many cases, the tumor-associated antigens are upregulated or overexpressed antigens from the normal cell antigen repertoire. These so-called self-antigens will likely not induce a functional immune response against the tumor due to the process of central tolerance, in which T cells expressing T-cell receptors (TCRs) that are highly reactive to self-antigens will have been negatively selected within the thymus ([@bibr94-0192623317752101]; [@bibr78-0192623317752101]). Therefore, only T cells with low-affinity TCRs for self-antigens remain in circulation. Tumor cells have also developed strategies such as modulation of the local environment, induction of peripheral tolerance, and systemic disruption of T-cell signaling to escape and suppress the immune system to overcome immune control, enabling them to survive and progress ([@bibr65-0192623317752101]; [@bibr8-0192623317752101]). The resulting immune suppressive state is key to tumors survival. The goal of gene-engineered T-cell therapies is to shift the balance of power back to the immune system ([@bibr83-0192623317752101]).

Within tumors, there can be found rare populations of tumor antigen--specific T cells, known as tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), which have the potential to target and destroy the tumor cells ([@bibr39-0192623317752101]; [@bibr75-0192623317752101]). Through the development of cell isolation and expansion technologies, it has been shown that injection of large numbers of these activated tumor-specific TILs can induce complete and durable regression particularly in the treatment of melanoma ([@bibr95-0192623317752101]; [@bibr39-0192623317752101]; [@bibr16-0192623317752101]), highlighting the therapeutic potential of tumor-specific T cells.

To widen the clinical applicability of ACT gene engineering, predominantly using γ-retroviral and lentiviral transduction approaches has been employed to alter the target antigen specificity of T cells ([@bibr17-0192623317752101]; [@bibr79-0192623317752101]). Gene editing theoretically allows targeting of any tumor for which a tumor-specific antigen can be identified. Autologous (patient-specific) T cells can be engineered to express modified TCRs (so-called TCR therapies) or protein fusion--derived chimeric antigen receptors (CAR) that have enhanced antigen specificity and are composed of an antigen-binding region, typically derived from the single-chain variable fragment (scFv) of an antibody ([Figure 1](#fig1-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}). These gene-engineered T cells can be expanded *ex vivo* and then returned to the patient ([Figure 2](#fig2-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}; [@bibr44-0192623317752101]). These approaches are generating compelling clinical data, especially in B-cell cancers for CAR T-cell therapies and more recently in multiple myeloma and synovial sarcoma for gene-modified TCR T-cell therapies ([Table 1](#table1-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"}), indicating that the therapies can overcome the fundamental limitations associated with central and peripheral tolerance and generate T cells that are more efficient at targeting tumors without the requirement for *de novo* T-cell activation in the patient. In September and October 2017, the first products, tisagenlecleucel (Kymriah™ Novartis, East Hanover, NJ) and axicabtagene ciloleucel (Yescarta™ Kite Pharma, Santa Monica, CA), were approved by the Federal Drug Agency, respectively ([@bibr32-0192623317752101]).

![Genetically modified T cells for cancer immunotherapy. T cells are distinguished from other lymphocytes by the presence of the T-cell receptor (TCR) on the cell surface (A). The TCR is a multisubunit transmembrane complex that mediates the antigen-specific activation of T cells. The TCR is composed of 2 different polypeptide chains, the TCR α and β chains. Both chains have an amino-terminal variable region and a constant region. The chains are linked by a disulfide bond with each receptor providing a single antigen-binding site. The TCR confers antigenic specificity on the T cell, by recognizing an antigen ligand comprising a short contiguous amino acid sequence of a protein that is presented on the target cell by a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule. Accessory adhesion molecules such as CD4 for MHC class II and CD8 for MHC class I are also involved. The TCR interacts with this ligand by making contacts with both the MHC molecule and the antigen peptide. Signal transduction is through the associated invariant CD3 complex, which is composed of 4 different CD3 proteins that form 2 heterodimers (CD3δ∊ and CD3γ∊) and 1 homodimer (CD3ζζ). Genetically modified TCR T-cell therapies are based on altering T-cell specificity through the expression of tumor antigen--specific TCR α and β chains, which mediate the antigen-recognition process (Figure B). The tumor-specific TCR α and β chains are identified, isolated, and cloned into transduction vectors and transduction of T cells creates tumor antigen--specific T cells. Chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) combine both antibody-like recognition with T-cell activating function (C). They are composed of an antigen-binding region (typically derived from an antibody single-chain variable fragment but other receptors may be used), a transmembrane domain to anchor the CAR into the T cell (e.g., the transmembrane and endodomain of the CD3ζ coreceptor), and 1 (first-generation CAR) or more (second and later generation CARs) intracellular signaling domains (e, g, CD28, OX40, and CD40L), which induce persistence, trafficking, and effector functions in transduced T cells ([@bibr83-0192623317752101]). CD = cluster of differentiation.](10.1177_0192623317752101-fig1){#fig1-0192623317752101}

![Manufacturing of and treatment using gene-engineered T cells. T cells are harvested from a cancer patient and sent to good manufacturing practices facility. Cells are genetically engineered with either a new T-cell receptor or a receptor based on a recognition sequence of an antibody (chimeric antigen receptor). After a brief period of *in vitro* expansion and passing of product-specific release criteria, the T-cell product must be returned to the correct patient. The patient may undergo conditioning regimens prior to infusion of the genetically modified T-cell product.](10.1177_0192623317752101-fig2){#fig2-0192623317752101}

###### 

Impressive Clinical Responses to Gene-modified T-cell Therapies.

![](10.1177_0192623317752101-table1)

  Disease           Product                Number of patients   Response rate           Reference
  ----------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------
  ALL (adult)       CD19 CAR T             16                   88% CR                  [@bibr15-0192623317752101]
  ALL (pediatric)   CD19 CAR T             25                   90% CR                  [@bibr51-0192623317752101]
  ALL (pediatric)   CD19 CAR T             21                   68% CR                  [@bibr43-0192623317752101]
  ALL (adult)       CD19 CAR T             29                   100% CR                 [@bibr87-0192623317752101]
  NHL/CLL           CD19 CAR T             15                   53% CR                  [@bibr35-0192623317752101]
  NHL               CD19 CAR T             32                   79% CR                  [@bibr88-0192623317752101]
  MM                NY-ESO-1^c259^ TCR T   20                   70% (CR or nCR)         [@bibr72-0192623317752101]
  SS                NY-ESO-1^c259^ TCR T   24                   50% ORR (1CR and 5PR)   [@bibr47-0192623317752101]

*Note:* ALL = acute lymphoblastic leukemia; CAR = chimeric antigen receptor; CD = cluster of differentiation; CLL = chronic lymphocytic leukemia; CR = complete response; MM = multiple myeloma; nCR = near complete response; NHL = non-Hodgkin's lymphoma; ORR = objective response rate; PR = partial response; SS = synovial sarcoma; TCR = T-cell receptor.

However, treatment with gene-engineered T-cell therapies has been associated with a number of toxicities, in some cases with severe to fatal side effects. To support the wider clinical application of gene-engineered T-cell therapies, it is important that these risks can be identified and mitigated, specifically in the preclinical phase of product development. These risks are associated with the nature of the cytotoxic T-cell reaction, the effect of rapid tumor lysis, and off-target activities. This review aims to address these safety aspects and provide points to consider when designing a safety strategy for gene-modified T-cell programs.

Use of Animal Models for Target Specificity Assessment of Adoptive T-cell Therapies {#section1-0192623317752101}
===================================================================================

Gene-modified TCR T-cell Therapies {#section2-0192623317752101}
----------------------------------

For gene-engineered TCR T-cell therapies, animal models have considerable limitations for target specificity assessment. The TCR is a multisubunit transmembrane complex that mediates the antigen-specific activation of T cells ([Figure 1A](#fig1-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}). The TCR confers antigenic specificity on the T cell by recognizing an antigen ligand comprising a short contiguous amino acid sequence of a protein that is presented on the target cell by a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule ([Figure 1A](#fig1-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}). All proteins, including intracellular ones, are processed and presented as MHC-peptide complexes, which are recognized by the TCRs, including the cancer antigens. However, due to the MHC and proteome mismatches between the animal model and the human, differences in gene expression and the critical differences in the amino acid sequences of peptides derived from homologous proteins, *in vivo* studies may have limited utility for testing target specificity of gene-engineered TCR T cells. Where animal models are used, confirmation of the presence of the epitopes and tissue expression pattern of the epitopes is essential. Even when using human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-transgenic mice, although the peptide target of choice may be expressed, the degree of overlap for all peptides may be incomplete and it is essential that limitations in the models are considered when assessing the safety aspects of a gene-engineered TCR T-cell therapy. This is particularly pertinent when considering off-target specificity.

Where animal models are not relevant or where the use is severely limited, it is essential that a comprehensive *in vitro* panel of tests is designed to assess target specificity ([@bibr21-0192623317752101]; [@bibr22-0192623317752101]). Assessments may include T-cell reactivity against an extensive panel of human cell types relating to all the major organ systems of the body, the use of organotypic or Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell (iPSC)-derived models for key tissues, and robust molecular analysis, peptide screening, and other predictive models to address concerns of target specificity ([@bibr22-0192623317752101]). Gene-engineered TCR T-cell therapies, especially when the TCR has been affinity matured, require the use of the more biologically relevant culture systems that are now available, as it is essential to assess for the risks of off-target activity due to TCR plasticity ([@bibr2-0192623317752101]).

A further approach is the *in silico* strategy of peptide scanning ([@bibr110-0192623317752101]). The principle is that each amino acid within a peptide does not contribute equally to TCR binding. In these initial studies, each amino acid within the peptide was replaced systematically by alanine or glycine, using a combinatorial approach to amino acid substitutions ([Figure 3](#fig3-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}). This technique has subsequently been further refined such that each amino acid in a given peptide sequence is substituted for all other possible amino acids to generate a binding motif, and these sequences searched against the human genome to establish the fine specificity of each TCR ([@bibr22-0192623317752101]). The activity of the gene-engineered TCR T cells against these mutated peptide sequences is compared to the target sequence in an *in vitro* system monitoring for interferon (IFN)-γ release against target cells expressing each peptide/MHC complex. Where there is a significant decrease in activity for a given peptide that residue is considered essential. From this, direct *in silico* searches (using, e.g., ScanProsite) can be performed to identify protein sequences that contain the essential peptide motif. This allows putative off-target peptides to be identified and *in vitro* studies can then be designed to assess the ability of the genetically modified TCR T cells to recognize these and hence identify potential off-target tissues.

![Principle of peptide scanning. In this example, an Alanine scanning library is designed to identify the essential amino acid residues critical for T-cell receptor reactivity. Alanine, the smallest chiral amino acid, is sequentially substituted for each nonalanine residue 1 at a time. Subsequently, corresponding change in epitope activity can be measured.](10.1177_0192623317752101-fig3){#fig3-0192623317752101}

CAR T-cell Therapies {#section3-0192623317752101}
--------------------

CAR T-cell therapies combine both antibody-like recognition with T-cell activating function ([Figure 1c](#fig1-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}; [@bibr48-0192623317752101]). Sequences used to define the antigen-targeting motif for a CAR are typically derived from a monoclonal antibody, but ligands ([@bibr56-0192623317752101]) and other receptors ([@bibr96-0192623317752101]) may also be used. The target for a CAR T-cell therapy is proteins expressed on the surface of tumor cells. For any CAR T-cell therapy, as a key part of the nonclinical program, it is essential to understand the distribution and expression patterns of the target antigen in both human tumor and healthy and other disease tissues. In addition, it is critical to show similar distribution patterns in the planned safety species and reactivity of the CAR to the animal equivalent antigen in *in vitro* testing. Where there is a difference in antigen expression patterns or a lack of reactivity with the animal equivalent antigen, the suitability of the test species for safety assessment is in question, and the *in vitro* analyses have even greater significance.

The choice of target and associated expression patterns is a key primary consideration for all these therapies (see above for TCR T-cell therapies), and product design and/or mitigation strategies must be designed accordingly. It is essential, therefore, for the CAR T cell to describe in detail any unintentional reactivity and/or cytotoxicity toward human tissues distinct from the intended tumor target. Such tissue expression studies should be carried out by appropriate immunohistochemical (IHC) procedures, with the relevant parental monoclonal antibody or scFv, on a range of human tissues covering all major organs. Most studies focus on healthy and tumor tissue, but consideration also needs to be given to other diseased tissues that may also result in the target antigen having enhanced expression. How the tissue samples have been collected and prepared is also important as antigen expression patterns may be very different between samples that have been promptly excised and fixed and those that may have been collected many hours postdeath at autopsy ([@bibr23-0192623317752101]). In addition, information from online gene and protein expression databases may be supportive of the tissue expression patterns of the target antigen.

Tissue binding characteristics can also be affected by the process of tissue fixation, and this needs to be considered when interpreting the data. The CE7 monoclonal antibody (mAb), for example, recognizes a tumor-specific glycosylated epitope on cluster of differentiation (CD) 171 not present on normal tissues. However, tissue fixation for IHC strips carbohydrates and unmasks the CE7 epitope resulting in normal tissues showing positive staining ([@bibr38-0192623317752101]). This was the challenge for developers of a CD171 CAR T-cell product (CE7). Since expression of CD171 was observed on critical tissues and organs in the human healthy tissue arrays, to derisk the CE7 CAR T-cell program, it was important to identify a relevant animal model. The extracellular domain of CD171 in rhesus macaques was 100% homologous to that of humans and the rhesus tissue array IHC showed the same distribution of CD171 expression to that of humans, identifying the rhesus macaques as the pivotal toxicology study test system. Subsequently, no toxicities were observed in animals dosed with CE7-CAR T-cell products at doses 10× and 100× higher than the planned starting dose for the phase-I trial ([@bibr38-0192623317752101]). Where expression of the target antigen (or potential cross-reactive protein) is seen in human tissue panels, identifying potential target tissues, it is important to confirm that the animal models being employed for the nonclinical studies not only have exhibit similar staining patterns but that the ACT will target the animal homologue.

Use of Immunodeficient Animals in Efficacy and Safety Assessments {#section4-0192623317752101}
=================================================================

The majority of reported nonclinical studies utilize severe combined immunodeficient mice engrafted with human tumors and treated with human gene-engineered T-cell therapies cells ([@bibr52-0192623317752101]; [@bibr37-0192623317752101]; [@bibr1-0192623317752101]; [@bibr92-0192623317752101]). The use of human T cells in immune deficient mice may have several drawbacks ([@bibr36-0192623317752101]). The transferred human T cells may recognize murine xeno-antigens, which can lead to graft-versus-host disease. This may limit the use of these animal models for therapies targeting slow growing tumors where it will be important to understand the usable therapeutic window for the model ([@bibr1-0192623317752101]). Another challenge is that immunodeficient mice have low levels of endogenous lymphocytes and do not replicate the clinical situation where host lymphocytes, for example, T-regulatory cells, can reduce the antitumor efficacy of transferred T cells ([@bibr59-0192623317752101]; [@bibr20-0192623317752101]). Although patients are subject to preparatory lymphodepletive regimens, lymphocyte recovery will occur, a situation that is not replicated in the immunodeficient animals. Therefore, although the models confirm the T cells can target the tumors, the challenges, in particular of the solid tumor microenvironment, may be underestimated. The use of syngeneic tumor models and animal equivalent products (e.g., CAR expressed on animal T cells) may have utility for assessing both the efficacy and safety of CAR T cells ([@bibr36-0192623317752101]; [@bibr14-0192623317752101]) allowing more extensive and rationale analyses than are possible with immunodeficient mouse models or assessment that are feasible in patients ([@bibr14-0192623317752101]).

For gene-engineered TCR T cells, a further challenge is the TCR/peptide MHC interaction. Murine MHC molecules, murine cytokines, and murine costimulation molecules do not interact efficiently with transferred gene-engineered human T cells, and therefore the effects of antigen driven persistence cannot be accurately modeled. For a gene-engineered TCR T-cell product, the murine host would ideally need to express the human MHC molecule that restricts the TCR under investigation, for example, the HLA-A201 transgenic mouse model. In the majority of cases, for gene-engineered TCR T-cell therapies, the nonclinical studies focus solely on efficacy against target tumor cells. There is a significant need for relevant and physiologic preclinical models to serve as a platform for understanding the function, efficacy, and safety of gene-engineered TCR T-cell therapies. While studies in immunodeficient mice and in HLA transgenic mice provide evidence for efficacy, persistence, and toxicity, there is unfortunately no experimental model to accurately mimic the function of human TCR T cells *in vivo*.

Gene-engineered T-cell Therapies in the Clinical Setting {#section5-0192623317752101}
========================================================

In the clinical setting, the patient is administered with high numbers of gene-modified autologous T cells (typically 10^6^--10^8^cells/kg) that express receptors capable of recognizing, often with high affinity, the target tumor antigen. The patients are usually pretreated with lymphoconditioning chemotherapy and, therefore, have few circulating leukocytes, few regulatory immune cells, and higher than normal amounts of cytokines that promote T-cell survival at the time of product administration ([@bibr20-0192623317752101]; [@bibr57-0192623317752101]). One of the specific characteristics of gene-engineered T-cell therapies is that the administered dose does not reflect the maximum dose the patient will receive as the T cells, in response to target antigen activation, will proliferate, with 100- to 100,000-fold expansion observed clinically ([@bibr85-0192623317752101]). Antitumor responses can be very impressive with complete response rates of up to 90% reported ([@bibr15-0192623317752101]; [@bibr51-0192623317752101]). However, treatment with gene-engineered T-cell therapies is also associated with unique acute toxicities, which can be severe or even fatal ([Tables 2](#table2-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"} [](#table3-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"} [](#table4-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"}--[5](#table5-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"}). Within clinical trials, the severity of side effects after administration is characterized by the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events Scale. Unspecific- and organ-related adverse events (AEs) are graded into different categories according to their severity: 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, 3 = severe, 4 = life-threatening or disabling, and 5 = fatal. Of the AEs seen within gene-engineered T-cell therapy clinical trials, the most critical were related to on-target, off-tumor activity, off-target reactivity, neurotoxicity, and cytokine release syndromes ([@bibr12-0192623317752101]; [@bibr6-0192623317752101]).

###### 

On-target, Off-tumor Toxicities Associated with CAR T-cell Therapies.

![](10.1177_0192623317752101-table2)

  Disease                                   Target                  Toxicity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Reference
  ----------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  B-cell malignancies                       CD19                    B-cell aplasia, which can be maintained long term with reported cases up to 4 years                                                                                                                                                                                                  [@bibr24-0192623317752101]; [@bibr51-0192623317752101]; [@bibr68-0192623317752101]
  Colon cancer                              HER2/ERBB2              Lethal pulmonary failure Suspected cytokine release following the recognition by the CAR T cells of low levels of ERBB2 on lung epithelial cells                                                                                                                                     [@bibr55-0192623317752101]
  Renal cancer                              Carbonic anhydrase-IX   Liver enzyme disturbances in subjects, reaching National Cancer Institute Common Toxicity Criteria grades 2 to 4 The development of cholestasis due to expression of carboxy anhydrase-IX on bile duct epithelium. Liver biopsies showed T-cell infiltration around the bile ducts   [@bibr41-0192623317752101]; [@bibr40-0192623317752101]
  Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma/multiple myeloma   κ light chain           Elimination of κ-expressing B and plasma cells However, spares the normal B cells expressing the nontargeted λ light chain, thus potentially minimizing humoral immunity impairment                                                                                                  [@bibr71-0192623317752101]

*Note:* CAR = chimeric antigen receptor; CD = cluster of differentiation.

###### 

Grade 5 Toxicities Associated with CD19 CAR T Cells.

![](10.1177_0192623317752101-table3)

  Disease                                                                                                                      Target   Toxicity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Reference
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (NCT00466531)                                                                                   CD19     One death related to CAR T cells Low-grade sepsis was the most likely trigger in this heavily pretreated immunosuppressed patient but also considered the possibility that a cyclophosphamide-induced cytokine storm may have enhanced the *in vivo* activation of modified T cells   [@bibr9-0192623317752101]
  Lymphoma (NCT02631044)                                                                                                       CD19     One death related to CAR T cells Diffuse alveolar damage                                                                                                                                                                                                                              [@bibr66-0192623317752101]
  Adult acute lymphoblastic leukemia (NCT01044069)                                                                             CD19     Three deaths related to CAR T cells Severe hypotension and CRS Status epilepticus and CRS Sepsis and multi-organ failure                                                                                                                                                              [@bibr66-0192623317752101]
  Adult acute lymphoblastic leukemia (NCT02535364)                                                                             CD19     Five deaths related to CAR T cells Cerebral edema                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     [@bibr66-0192623317752101]
  Relapsed or refractory chronic lymphocytic leukemia, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, or acute lymphoblastic leukemia (NCT01865617)   CD19     Six deaths One CRS One cerebral edema Two CRS or neurotoxicity One CRS, cerebral edema One encephalopathy and pontine hemorrhage                                                                                                                                                      [@bibr66-0192623317752101]
  Lymphoma (NCT02348216)                                                                                                       CD19     Three deaths Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis Cardiac arrest in the setting of CRS, later specified as anoxic brain injury CRS, multi-organ failure leading to cerebral edema                                                                                                       [@bibr66-0192623317752101]
  Adult acute lymphoblastic leukemia (NCT02614066)                                                                             CD19     One death CRS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         [@bibr66-0192623317752101]
  Lymphoma (NCT02030834)                                                                                                       CD19     One death Encephalitis possibly related to the CAR product                                                                                                                                                                                                                            [@bibr66-0192623317752101]
  Adult acute lymphoblastic leukemia and lymphoma (NCT02030847 and NCT01029366)                                                CD19     Three deaths CRS and infection (Influenza B, pseudomonas infection, or stenotrophomonas infection)                                                                                                                                                                                    [@bibr85-0192623317752101]; [@bibr66-0192623317752101]
  Pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia (NCT02435849)                                                                         CD19     One death Cerebral hemorrhage                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         [@bibr66-0192623317752101]

*Note:* CAR = chimeric antigen receptor; CD = cluster of differentiation; CRS = cytokine release syndrome.

###### 

On-target, Off-tumor Toxicities Associated with Genetically Modified TCR T-cell Therapies.

![](10.1177_0192623317752101-table4)

  Disease                        Target                                                                                                                                                                                   Toxicity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Reference
  ------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
  Melanoma                       MAGE-A3 peptide (KVAELVHFL)                                                                                                                                                              On-target, off-tumor toxicity due to previously undetected MAGE-A expression in the human brain. TCR also recognizes peptides: MAGE-A12 (KMAELVHFL) MAGE-A2 (KMVELVHFL) MAGE-A6 (KVAKLVHFL). Three subjects developed neurological toxicity. Two subjects died and 1 subject made a full neurological recovery   [@bibr54-0192623317752101]
  Melanoma                       TCR T-cell therapy TCR recognizing melanoma antigen MART-1 (amino acids 27--35 epitope) TCR recognizing the HLA-A\*02-restricted melanoma antigen gp100 (amino acids 154--162 epitope)   On-target, off-tumor reactivity, destruction of normal melanocytes in the skin, eye, and ear                                                                                                                                                                                                                     [@bibr31-0192623317752101]
  Metastatic colorectal cancer   TCR recognizing the carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) peptide: (IMIGVLVGV)                                                                                                                  On-target, off-tumor reactivity resulting in severe transient inflammatory colitis caused by T-cell reactivity to CEA expression on normal colonic mucosa                                                                                                                                                        [@bibr63-0192623317752101]

*Note:* HLA = human leukocyte antigen; TCR = T-cell receptor.

###### 

Off-target Toxicities Associated with Genetically Modified TCR T-cell Therapies.

![](10.1177_0192623317752101-table5)

  Disease                Target                                                     Tumor Toxicity                                                                                                                                                                                               Reference
  ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------
  Myeloma and melanoma   An affinity-enhanced TCR recognizing MAGE-A3 (EVDPIGHLY)   Off-target reactivity. Lethal cardiac toxicity. Two subjects died approximately 5 days' postdosing Following adverse events, *in vitro* investigations revealed cross-recognition of an off-target peptide   [@bibr45-0192623317752101]; [@bibr110-0192623317752101]

*Note:* TCR = T-cell receptor.

The Risks of On-target, Off-tumor Activity and Off-target, Off-tumor Activity {#section6-0192623317752101}
=============================================================================

The optimal gene-engineered T-cell therapy target antigen is one that is only present on the tumor cell and is absent in healthy cells. However, in most cases, the selected tumor target antigens are overexpressed or abnormally expressed proteins that are also present to some extent in normal cells. Gene-engineered T-cell therapies may, therefore, trigger a potent cellular immune response against these normal cells, even those that express the target antigens at low levels ([@bibr31-0192623317752101]) in a type of toxicity known as on-target, off-tumor activity.

On-target, off-tumor activity has been observed in numerous clinical trials ([Tables 2](#table2-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"} and [5](#table5-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"}), and it is widely associated with the most successful ACT therapy to date, the CD19 CAR T-cell therapies ([Table 2](#table2-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"}). Clinical trials where CD19 CAR T cells have reported significant clinical efficacy have near universally reported that participants in these studies have shown sustained B-cell aplasia ([@bibr24-0192623317752101]). This is not unexpected as CD19 expression is restricted to normal mature B cells, B-cell precursors, as well as malignant B cells. Due to normal mature B-cell depletion, antibodies are not produced as readily, and this can lead to an elevated infection risk of the patient. The B-cell aplasia must therefore be managed with monthly intravenous immunoglobulin infusions. Data from clinical trials have shown that functional CD19 CAR T cells can persist in a patient for \>1 year after infusion. While this effect can augment prolonged remissions, it will also lead to prolonged B-cell depletion. Indeed, long-term data from early clinical trial patients suggest that B-cell aplasia may persist for \>3 years ([@bibr60-0192623317752101]). It is not yet known if B-cell aplasia will be an ongoing or reversible effect over time. Although in this case, the on-target, off-tumor toxicity can be clinically managed by immunoglobulin transfusion, it highlights the challenges of identifying tumor-specific targets.

Many antigens being targeted for the treatment of solid tumors have high levels of expression in tumor tissues but are not tumor-specific and have a low level of expression in normal tissues ([@bibr55-0192623317752101]; [@bibr7-0192623317752101]; [@bibr38-0192623317752101]). Indeed, the risk from on-target, off-tumor toxicities is patient fatalities ([Tables 2](#table2-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"} and 4; [@bibr55-0192623317752101]; [@bibr54-0192623317752101]). In a clinical study testing, a Her2/neu-specific CAR T cell as a treatment for patients with colon cancer, fatal respiratory failure was triggered by CAR T-cell recognition of low levels of antigen on lung epithelial cells. The resulting T-cell activation lead to the release of inflammatory cytokines (including tumor necrosis factor-α and IFN-γ) that caused pulmonary toxicity and edema followed by a cascading cytokine storm resulting in multi-organ failure ([@bibr55-0192623317752101]). This CAR was designed based on the widely used humanized mAb trastuzumab (Herceptin). Safety considerations that preceded this trial included the use of trastuzumab in thousands of cancer patients. This clinical study finding shows the potential enhanced potency of linking antibody specificity with the cytotoxic potential of a T cell.

Another specific concern is previously undetected expression of an antigen as was the case in a clinical trial with a gene-engineered anti-MAGE-A3 TCR T-cell therapy ([@bibr53-0192623317752101]; [@bibr54-0192623317752101]). MAGE-A3 is a member of the cancer-testes class of tumor-associated antigens and is widely expressed in common epithelial malignancies. The MAGE-A3 TCR (epitope KVAELVHFL) was known to also recognize MAGE-A12 (epitope KMAELVHFL) and, to a lesser extent, MAGE-A2 (KMVELVHFL) and MAGE-A6 (KVAKLVHFL). No risk of off-tumor activity was predicted by the completed nonclinical program. In the subsequent clinical trial, 3 of the 9 treated subjects suffered neurological toxicity (including mental status changes, grand mal seizures, generalized tonic-clonic seizure and loss of fine motor coordination, and vacuolation of white matter). Two subjects died and following consent, autopsy showed that damage was confined mainly to the white matter of the brain. There was a spectrum of myelin/axonal damage with morphologic changes including white matter spongy vacuolation, myelin pallor, and axonal injury characterized by thickening and axonal spheroids; frankly necrotic areas with myelin and axonal loss and mineralization were also present ([@bibr54-0192623317752101]). Subsequent antigen expression analysis both by immunohistochemistry (of patient and control tissues) and by polymerase chain reaction and RNA deep sequencing (control tissues) suggested that MAGE-A12 may be present at low level in normal human neurological tissues. Therefore, the neurological toxicity resulted from the recognition of MAGE-A12 by the gene-engineered TCR T-cell therapy in a small subset of neurons in the brain, which initiated a destructive immune response resulting in severe damage to the white matter. This study highlighted the importance of target specificity for TCR T-cell therapies.

Off-target reactivity has also been reported in clinical trials ([Table 5](#table5-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"}). This cross-reactivity is particularly a risk of gene-engineered TCR T cells, which may react against related peptides in proteins other than the one targeted. This is a result of the plasticity of the TCR receptor, which can lead to potentially, extensive TCR cross-reactivity ([@bibr2-0192623317752101]). In addition, many of the TCR sequences that are used to construct the gene-engineered TCR T-cell therapies are affinity-enhanced by phage display, yeast display, and computational design ([@bibr2-0192623317752101]). Such affinity-enhanced TCRs are attractive as the active moiety for gene-engineered TCR T-cell therapies, as within the normal TCR repertoire, thymic selection during development will have destroyed T cells whose TCRs strongly recognize self-antigens. However, since T cells baring the gene-engineered TCRs have not undergone the process of thymic selection, there is a risk of autoreactivity due to the inherent plasticity of the TCR. This was observed in a clinical trial for patients with myeloma and melanoma for treatment with gene-engineered T cells expressing an affinity-enhanced TCR against HLA-A\*01-restricted MAGE-A3 ([@bibr45-0192623317752101]). The first 2 treated patients developed cardiogenic shock and died within a few days of T-cell infusion, events that had not been predicted by preclinical studies of the high-affinity TCRs. The gross findings at autopsy revealed severe myocardial damage and subsequent histopathological analysis of cardiac tissue revealed T-cell infiltration. The data suggested that T-cell-mediated acute cardiac injury contributed to acute cardiac failure in both patients ([@bibr45-0192623317752101]).

Subsequently, elegant studies by [@bibr110-0192623317752101] identified the target as a peptide from the protein titin. Standard *in vitro* cell culture assessments failed to induce the expression of titin in cardiac myocytes. Following coculture of the gene-engineered T cells with a set of 38 normal cardiac-derived primary cells, no T-cell activation activity (IFN-γ ELISpot \[Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSpot\] assay) was observed against any of the cardiac cells. Indeed, the ability of the genetically modified T cell to target cardiac cells was only able to be confirmed when the team used a more biologically relevant cell culture, the iCell® cardiomyocytes, which contained a mixture of spontaneously electrically active atrial, nodal, and ventricular-like myocytes with typical cardiac biochemical, electrophysiological, and mechanical characteristics. Coculture of the genetically modified T cells with the iCell cardiomyocytes resulted in cell killing ([@bibr110-0192623317752101]). Indeed, when considering the preclinical safety assessment of genetically modified TCR T cells, 3-D cultures of differentiated human cells may represent a more physiological target with respect to target specificity. The team also retrospectively employed the peptide scanning approach (described above) and were subsequently able to identify the epitope within the protein titan as the target for the affinity-enhanced TCR against HLA-A\*01-restricted MAGE-A3 ([@bibr110-0192623317752101]; [@bibr45-0192623317752101]). Interestingly, when the team performed a similar *in vitro* study using the equivalent mouse titin peptide, no activation of engineered T cells was observed indicating that for this product, preclinical toxicity testing in an HLA-A1 transgenic mouse model would not have revealed potential off-target binding of the engineered T cells. Recently, nonhuman primate (NHP) models have been described for specific toxicities relating to CD19 CAR T cells ([@bibr84-0192623317752101]). It is important to note that although the NHP model is relevant for the specific safety aspect described (see detail below), the use of NHP by default is not warranted and specifically is not expected as a routine model of choice. For example, on- or off-target gene-modified TCR specificity is unlikely to be evaluable in the NHP due to proteomic differences. NHP models, like all *in vivo* models, need to be carefully considered for ethical and scientific merit, including the risk of potential false positives and negatives.

Safety Related to Genetic Modification of T Cells {#section7-0192623317752101}
=================================================

Although a number of different gene editing technologies could be employed, retroviral and lentiviral gene transfer systems are the most commonly used in the genetic modification of T-cell therapies. These vectors are capable of sustained high levels of expression and the ability to package large inserts. Vector systems derived from these Retroviridae family of viruses come with 2 generally accepted risks: the production of replication-competent viruses (RCV) and insertional mutagenesis, specifically oncogenic activation. The issue of reducing the probability of RCV has been systematically addressed over the years during the ongoing development of next generation retroviral vectors, with each new generation aimed at minimizing and reducing the risk. This is supported by the experience in the clinic. The results of replication-competent retrovirus testing from clinical trials of genetically modified T-cell therapies using methodology developed in the National Gene Vector Biorepository showed that all 460 transduced cell products tested were negative for replication-competent retroviruses indicating that there is negligible risk (Cornetta et al. 2017).

Oncogenic activation has been observed in the clinic following the administration of γ-retrovirally modified hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), with leukemia's or preleukemia's reported in the context of gene therapy of HSC for X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency ([@bibr27-0192623317752101], [@bibr26-0192623317752101]). In general, the risk of insertional mutagenesis, while poorly defined, is considered to be related to disease background, cell type to be transduced, and vector characteristics ([@bibr64-0192623317752101]). Numerous clinical trials with γ-retroviral and lentiviral modified T cells have not yielded evidence for insertional AEs despite long-term persistence of transduced cells and there is a decadelong safety profile without evidence of vector-induced immortalization, clonal expansion, or enrichment for integration sites near genes implicated in growth control or transformation ([@bibr64-0192623317752101]; [@bibr82-0192623317752101]). While the risk remains very low, strict monitoring is part of current clinical trial protocols, and vector integration analysis is part of product testing.

More recently, alternative nonviral molecular methods are being explored for genetically modifying T cells including the use of the RNA-guided DNA targeting technology such as Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein 9 (CRISPR/Cas9) system ([@bibr73-0192623317752101]) and transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) gene editing ([@bibr70-0192623317752101]). The use of such systems has the potential to achieve site specificity of the inserted gene and limit the potential for disruption of essential genetic elements. The risk of off-target mutagenesis remains, but studies suggest this can be mitigated based on the small guide RNA design and target sequence as well as the doses administered ([@bibr73-0192623317752101]). Indeed, the first molecular edited T-cell therapies have recently gone into the clinic ([@bibr70-0192623317752101]).

Cytokine Release Syndrome {#section8-0192623317752101}
=========================

The most commonly reported toxicity following the infusion of gene-engineered T-cell therapies to patients is cytokine release syndrome (CRS; [Tables 2](#table2-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"} and 3), which can be associated with significant morbidity and mortality ([Figure 4](#fig4-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}). CRS is a nonantigen-specific toxicity that occurs following high-level immune activation and is not unique to gene-engineered T-cell therapies but has also been reported following the administration of other biological products such as monoclonal antibodies ([@bibr3-0192623317752101]), as well being associated with conditions such as severe infections. CRS following treatment with gene-engineered T-cell therapies is associated with the T-cell activation and response to the T-cell target antigen. The magnitude of immune activation achieved by efficacious gene-engineered T-cell therapies can result in 100- to 100,000-fold expansion of the administered T-cell product ([@bibr85-0192623317752101]). However, a clear administered gene-engineered T-cell dose--response relationship for CRS has been difficult to define, and outcome analysis has differed between studies ([@bibr29-0192623317752101]; [@bibr85-0192623317752101]). Other factors identified as potential predictors of CRS include high tumor burden, lymphodepletion protocols, and thrombocytopenia before lymphodepletion, suggesting that other factors associated with the resulting immune response could also be having an effect ([@bibr29-0192623317752101]). This shows the fine balance that needs to be achieved with these therapies because the more potent the subsequent response, the greater the risk of severe CRS.

![Symptoms of cytokine release syndrome. In most adoptive T-cell therapy patients, cytokine release syndrome (CRS) symptoms are mild and flu-like, with fevers and myalgias. However, some patients experience a severe inflammatory syndrome with potentially life-threatening complications of CRS, including cardiac dysfunction, adult respiratory distress syndrome, neurological toxicity, renal and/or hepatic failure, vascular leak, hypotension, pulmonary edema, and coagulopathy, resulting in multi-organ system failure ([@bibr11-0192623317752101]).](10.1177_0192623317752101-fig4){#fig4-0192623317752101}

Severe CRS is a potentially life-threatening toxicity. Indeed, fulminant CRS may be life-threatening ([Table 3](#table3-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"}); however, some degree of cytokine release is likely a necessary consequence of gene-engineered T-cell therapy efficacy. Therefore, the ability to predict which patients may develop severe CRS prior to its development could mitigate toxicity, as cytokine-directed therapy could be instituted before a patient becomes critically ill. CRS clinically manifests when large numbers of lymphocytes (B cells, T cells, and/or natural killer cells) and/or myeloid cells (macrophages, dendritic cells, and monocytes) become activated and release inflammatory cytokines ([@bibr42-0192623317752101]). Following the administration of a gene-engineered T-cell therapy, the expansion and activation of a large numbers of T cells can lead to excessive secretion of inflammatory cytokines and the recruitment and activation of other immune cells. Affected patients mostly develop a mild syndrome requiring minimally invasive supportive care. Symptoms include fever, chills, hypotension, and tachycardia generally occurring days to occasionally weeks after gene-engineered T-cell therapy infusion but typically peaking around 8 days coinciding with maximal *in vivo* T-cell expansion. In some cases, the CRS may cause a broad spectrum of constitutional and organ-related disorders as well as blood test abnormalities ([Figure 4](#fig4-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}) necessitating intensive interventions such as vasopressor support and mechanical ventilation ([@bibr76-0192623317752101]).

Unlike all other therapies, a unique characteristic of the gene-engineered T-cell therapy is the expansion of the delivered therapy; therefore, the dose administered will not reflect the maximum dose received by the patient and the level of expansion will be patient-specific. Reports of CRS following gene-engineered T-cell therapies for cancer ([@bibr34-0192623317752101]; [@bibr10-0192623317752101]; [@bibr24-0192623317752101]; [@bibr33-0192623317752101]; [@bibr50-0192623317752101]; [@bibr15-0192623317752101]; [@bibr43-0192623317752101]) suggest that the incidence and severity may be greater when patients have large tumor burdens ([@bibr29-0192623317752101]), presumably because this leads to higher levels of T-cell activation. However, from studies that focus on identifying characteristics and biomarkers that accurately predict whether patients will develop severe CRS, disease burden alone is not predictive of risk of severe CRS ([@bibr85-0192623317752101]). The management of CRS can be challenging but recently recommendations for monitoring, grading, and managing the acute toxicities that can occur in patients treated with CAR T-cell therapy have been published ([@bibr58-0192623317752101]; [@bibr29-0192623317752101]).

The most significantly elevated cytokines in the CRS associated with gene-engineered T-cell therapies appear to be those released after T-cell engagement (IFN-γ, interleukin \[IL\]-6, serum soluble interleukin (sIL)-2Rα, sIL-6R, and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor \[GM-CSF\]), and therefore, elevations are both anticipated and likely required for efficacy ([@bibr85-0192623317752101]). There have also been reports of increases in cytokines associated with activated monocytes/macrophages (IL1-receptor antagonist, IL-10, IL-6, IP-10, monokine induced by gamma interferon, INF-α, macrophage inflammatory protein \[MIP\]-1α, MIP-1β, and sIL6R) or that are chemotactic for them (monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 and MIP-1β). In fact, CRS associated with T-cell therapies may represent a spectrum of symptoms, with a subset of patients developing symptoms indistinguishable from hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis and macrophage-activation syndrome ([@bibr76-0192623317752101]; [@bibr85-0192623317752101]). Finally, cytokines associated with tissue damage and inflammation (IL-8, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, GM-CSF, vascular endothelial growth factor, IL-6) have also been shown to increase ([@bibr85-0192623317752101]).

The role of standard clinical laboratory tests has provided conflicting data in the ability to predict CRS risk. This is particularly the case for C-reactive protein (CRP); in 1 study ([@bibr15-0192623317752101]), these were found to be predictive of CRS risk, whereas in another ([@bibr85-0192623317752101]), this was found along with many other clinical laboratory tests not helpful in predicting CRS severity as many (ferritin, CRP, lactate dehydrogenase \[LDH\], aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, and blood urea nitrogen) had peaked as the patients became ill.

Emerging evidence has implicated IL-6 as the central mediator of CRS toxicity ([@bibr42-0192623317752101]; [@bibr46-0192623317752101]). IL-6 is a pleiotropic cytokine with anti-inflammatory and proinflammatory properties ([@bibr42-0192623317752101]), and it is proposed that high levels of IL-6, present in the context of CRS, likely initiate a proinflammatory IL-6-mediated signaling cascade. Indeed, CRS can be successfully treated with the IL6-receptor inhibitor tocilizumab, and its use is becoming commonplace in gene-engineered T-cell therapy trials ([@bibr24-0192623317752101]; [@bibr50-0192623317752101]; [@bibr15-0192623317752101]; [@bibr42-0192623317752101]; [@bibr46-0192623317752101]). Tocilizumab has predominantly been used only in the case of severe symptoms, and it is not known if its use could be preventative or whether early use could limit ACT therapeutic efficacy. Corticosteroids have also been used therapeutically for CRS treatment. Corticosteroids indirectly reduce cytokine levels through the reduction of transduced T cells that are respectively causing the CRS ([@bibr15-0192623317752101]; [@bibr43-0192623317752101]), but there is the concomitant risk if loss of efficacy of the therapy ([@bibr15-0192623317752101]). Although in most cases of severe CRS treatment, regimens can resolve symptoms, unfortunately some patients still die indicating the complex biology behind the syndrome.

Despite the frequency of CRS following gene-engineered T-cell therapy treatment, the underlying biology remains largely unknown. Preclinically, the majority of efficacy and safety models do not replicate the symptoms observed in the clinical trials. One preclinical study where the risk of CRS was identified was in a severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) beige murine model for an ErbB CAR T cell ([@bibr90-0192623317752101]). In this study, following intravenous and intratumoral administration of the ErbB CAR T cells, partial tumor regression was observed without toxicity. However, when the ErbB CAR T-cell therapy was administered intraperitoneally, toxicity was reproducibly observed. At low cell doses, animals exhibited weight loss, while administration of larger numbers of cells to mice with advanced tumor burdens resulted in lethal CRS, indicated by the presence of both human and murine cytokines in the circulation ([@bibr90-0192623317752101]). These studies suggest that SCID beige mice may be more susceptible to cytokine release syndrome and be suitable for assessing the risk, but such models may also lead to progressive loss of CAR T cells following adoptive transfer, which may limit their wider utility ([@bibr92-0192623317752101]).

Recently an NHP, *Macaca mulatta*, animal model of B-cell-directed CAR T-cell therapy targeting CD20 has been developed ([@bibr84-0192623317752101]). The NHP was chosen because it closely recapitulates the human immune system. The animals received cyclophosphamide conditioning prior to infusion of 1 × 10^7^ CD20 CAR T cells/kg (*n* = 3). There was significant expansion of the CAR T cells concomitant with B-cell aplasia, and in addition, the animals developed clinical signs and symptoms of CRS (as well as neurologic toxicity---see section below) mirroring the clinical situation. The primate clinical syndrome was accompanied by elevations in CRP, ferritin, LDH, and serum cytokines, including IL-6 and IL-8, as has been seen from clinical trials using CD19 CAR T cells. These data demonstrate NHP will likely permit a detailed interrogation of the mechanisms driving these toxicities as well as the preclinical evaluation of therapies designed to prevent or abort CRS after gene-engineered T-cell therapy infusion ([@bibr84-0192623317752101]).

Tumor Lysis Syndrome {#section9-0192623317752101}
====================

Tumor lysis syndrome ([Figure 5](#fig5-0192623317752101){ref-type="fig"}) may also occur coincident with CRS, as the gene-engineered T-cell therapy activation and expansion correlates with enhanced tumor antitumor efficacy ([@bibr67-0192623317752101]). Tumor lysis syndrome, a potentially life-threatening emergency, is the result of extreme tumor cell lysis with the release of intracellular potassium, nucleic acids, and phosphorus into the systemic circulation. Clinically, the syndrome is characterized by rapid development of hyperuricemia, hyperkalemia, hyperphosphatemia, hypocalcemia, and acute kidney injury ([@bibr81-0192623317752101]). Traditionally, the syndrome most commonly occurs in patients with high-grade lymphomas and acute leukemia's and is typically related to treatment responsive tumors. The potential rapid efficacy of gene-engineered T-cell therapies means that tumor lysis syndrome may be evidenced for a wider variety of tumors. It is therefore essential to recognize the risk of tumor lysis syndrome coincident with CRS as concomitant therapies for appropriate management of tumor lysis will be essential for optimal clinical outcome ([@bibr42-0192623317752101]). Tumor lysis syndrome can occur in laboratory animals ([@bibr86-0192623317752101]) but has not been reported in the preclinical setting following administration of gene-engineered T-cell therapies. However, it should remain a consideration if signs of toxicity are reported following treatment with gene-engineered T-cell therapies, particularly in animals with a large tumor burden and disseminated disease.

![Tumor lysis syndrome. Rapid tumor cell destruction will result in the release of intracellular contents into the circulation. The release can inundate renal elimination and cellular buffering mechanisms, leading to numerous metabolic derangements, that characterize this syndrome, specifically hyperuricemia, hyperkalemia, and hyperphosphatemia.](10.1177_0192623317752101-fig5){#fig5-0192623317752101}

Neurological Toxicities {#section10-0192623317752101}
=======================

Neurological toxicities have been reported in patients following CD19 CAR T-cell therapy treatment ([Table 3](#table3-0192623317752101){ref-type="table"}) with symptoms including confusion, delirium, expressive aphasia, obtundation, myoclonus, seizure, and cerebral edema ([@bibr25-0192623317752101]; [@bibr51-0192623317752101]; [@bibr43-0192623317752101]; [@bibr80-0192623317752101]; [@bibr62-0192623317752101]). It is not yet known if the neurological toxicity is specific to CD19 CAR T cells or will be exhibited by CAR T cells targeting other tumor antigens. Neurotoxicity appears to occur in 2 phases, those patients affected in the first wave tend to show symptoms rapidly within the first 5 days of treatment. Those patients affected in the second phase do not show symptoms until beyond 5 days and typically around 2 to 4 weeks postadministration ([@bibr58-0192623317752101]).

The pathophysiology of the neurotoxicity remains to be determined, but 2 explanations have been postulated ([@bibr58-0192623317752101]). Firstly, the toxicity is the clinical sequelae of passive diffusion of cytokines such as IL-6 and IL-15, which can be found at high levels in the blood following CAR T-cell administration and as found following the induction of CRS (see above). Secondly, neurotoxicity may be associated with trafficking of the CAR T cell in the central nervous system, and this tends to be seen beyond 5 days of infusion ([@bibr24-0192623317752101]; [@bibr50-0192623317752101]; [@bibr43-0192623317752101]; [@bibr19-0192623317752101]). Disruption of the blood--brain barrier may also be a contributory factor ([@bibr25-0192623317752101]), as it has been reported that protein levels in the CSF are elevated in patients with exhibiting neurotoxicity, compared with baseline measurements ([@bibr80-0192623317752101]). Although to date most cases of neurological toxicity are reversible, rare life-threatening cerebral edema, in patients treated with CD19 CAR T cells, has led to a very rapid disease course with brain death within 24 hr with up to 8 patient deaths reported to date ([@bibr25-0192623317752101]; [@bibr89-0192623317752101]; [@bibr74-0192623317752101]; [@bibr28-0192623317752101]; [@bibr66-0192623317752101]). Some of the deaths were initially attributed to the use of the chemotherapy drug fludarabine in combination with cyclophosphamide, part of a preconditioning treatment given to patients before CD19 CAR T-cell infusions. This was subsequently proven wrong when fludarabine was removed from preconditioning regimens, but there were still patient deaths. It is likely that the cause of neurological toxicity is multifactorial with disease state, levels of CD19^+^ cells in bone marrow, high CAR T-cell dose, CRS, and preexisting neurologic comorbidities all reported as associated with increased risk of neurologic AEs ([@bibr25-0192623317752101]). There are also differences between the CD19 CAR T cells used on the different trials such as scFv affinities and costimulatory domains as well as differences in manufacturing and the impact, if any, on toxicity risk is as yet unclear.

Currently, the mechanisms leading to neurotoxicity are poorly understood and active research is ongoing to unravel the mediators and develop preventive treatments. This includes utilization of an NHP model that has been developed ([@bibr84-0192623317752101]). In this model, the animals in receipt of the CAR T cells but not the control T cells developed not only clinical signs and symptoms of CRS (see above) but also neurological toxicity that was manifested as behavioral abnormalities and extremity tremors with the onset of clinical symptoms coinciding with maximum CAR T-cell expansion and activation. In addition, the team reported detection, by flow cytometry, of CAR T cells in multiple regions of the brain including the frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes, as well as the cerebellum. The establishment of this model should allow a detailed analysis of the mechanisms driving these toxicities associated with CD19 CAR T cells allowing management plans to be established.

Managing Toxicity in the Clinical Setting {#section11-0192623317752101}
=========================================

Understanding and developing the tools to limit potential toxicities is key to a wider adoption. Some toxicities (CRS) are a consequence of the efficacy of the therapies and detailed clinical management plans have now been published ([@bibr58-0192623317752101]). Significant research is ongoing into methods to limit off-tumor reactivity. A number of these are based on combinatorial antigen recognition in which T-cell activation and hence specificity are the result of the activity of 2 CARs ([@bibr93-0192623317752101]; [@bibr77-0192623317752101]). An alternative approach is the introduction of suicide genes into ACT through the introduction of herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase or inducible caspase-9 (iCasp9) genes ([@bibr30-0192623317752101]; [@bibr61-0192623317752101]). In these circumstances, the use of corresponding small molecule ganciclovir or the chemical inducer of dimerization AP20187, respectively, can result in the elimination of T cells when there are clinical signs of significant toxicity. An alternative approach is the use of messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) CAR T cells where the dose is a series of repeat administrations given over a 3-week period ([@bibr4-0192623317752101]; [@bibr5-0192623317752101]). Where the target cell surface protein is also found at low levels in normal cells, CAR T cells need to be used with caution. The advantage of the RNA CAR approach is that if AEs were noted, T-cell infusions can be terminated with the expectation that toxicity would rapidly abate because mRNA CAR expression is limited to a few days, thus rendering adverse effects self-limiting. In addition, treatments such as corticosteroids could be employed to ablate T cells when clinically predicated. Such an approach has been used to test the safety of a mesothelin CAR product where low levels of expression were known on a several normal tissues ([@bibr5-0192623317752101]).

Other research activities are focused on precision-controlled ACT in which promoters are designed to enable condition-specific activation. Thereby controlling when, for example, a CAR is expressed on the surface of the T cell. The broad range of antigen receptor models and concepts in development has the potential to enable highly specific antigens to be targeted, off-tumor effects to be minimized, and safety to be enhanced in the clinic ([@bibr18-0192623317752101]).

Conclusions {#section12-0192623317752101}
===========

Although this review focuses on the safety aspects of ACT, it is important to emphasize the significant and impressive clinical advances that have been achieved. However, clinically, the majority of trials to date have focused on hematological malignancies. As we move into the solid tumor arena, combinatorial approaches with, for example, cytokine-modulating therapies will be of interest in difficult to treat populations. Dissecting the role of different components in the case of safety signals may be challenging. The wider clinical use of gene-engineered T-cell therapies may also depend on the development of universal sources of allogeneic T cells, as cost will be a factor for health-care systems and indeed such treatments are now progressing into clinical trial and early indications are that toxicity management will be as important for these therapies, with the risks of graft-versus-host disease as well as the potential for even greater cell potency to be considered. It will be important to have a repertoire of nonclinical tools to understand both the benefits and the safety of these new strategies. The risks and an understanding of the biological mechanisms underpinning toxicities should be a major part of the nonclinical program for any therapy including ACTs. Due to the nature of the products, this will require the development of extensive *in vitro* tools as well as *in vivo* models where available. The continued development in our understanding of the immunological response will also support and enhance clinical management of patients receiving these therapies.
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